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Using modern tools unavailable to previous authors on this subject, Craig Gottlieb paints a
comprehensive picture of the Totenkopf Band and the man who was simply behind it -
Reichsfuhrer-SS Heinrich Himmler. Finally, he brings rings to life with a thorough "personality
profile" chapter where he illustrates several popular rings. Also covered are style background,
construction methods, and an in-depth analysis of the physical characteristics of rings. The
book also addresses the pre-history of the Totenkopf band, placing its appearance onto the
"SS Scene" in historic context. He offers never before seen photos and files, and also develops
many new well-reasoned theories about the Totenkopf (Death Head) ring. Gottlieb also
contains sections on award docs and frames, ring delivery boxes, and many never-before-seen
photos of rings in put on. Gottlieb draws on a body of over 200 examples to record currently
believed notions about the ring.
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Great book to use in differentiating between genuine rings and counterfeits..We am still doing
research and love the photos and time put into this very special book.I recommend this
publication to any newbies or advanced collectors of the silver SS Honor ring and let it be
part of yourpersonal library. this is a fantastic addition to our collection and produces great
conversation . Descriptions of what things to search for when examining genuine vs fake
Totenkopf rings. The package was in good shape but the book it's self had An extended
scratch or line across the front cover of the dust jacket.. amazeballs Wow an absolutely
amazing piece of work.. Good deal. This is among the best research books on the Totenkopf
ring and as it connects to the SS and Nazi Occult..an excellent read and a great insight to an
amaxingly efficient and effective if somewhat flawed ideology and organisation. Thank you.
Five Stars Excellent book with great pictures and details.craig did a great job on this.... Five
Stars very detailed in covering the totenkolf ring on things I under no circumstances knew
about it Great book with lots of very clear photographs Great book with plenty of very clear
photographs... Five Stars Excelent Great book bad handling I received this book in a timely
manor but We was dissatisfied with amazons handling of the publication. Being a History buff,
this is an superb addition to our collection and makes for great conversation on how precious
life is. Very informative! The very first web page was folded in two otherwise the book were new.
I chose not to come back this item due to the time and trouble it could take. So far as the
reserve it's self. I found it extremely informative and well crafted. I would recommend it to
anyone who is thinking about this subject. Good deal..perfectly written with an awful lot of
brilliant information . The SS Totenkopf Ring: An Illustrated History Book was great. I don't even
gather SS bands, but this book is interesting with a great deal of information.
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